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This paper studies how the turn-design of a highly recurrent type of action 
changes over time. Based on a corpus of video-recordings of German driving 
lessons, we consider one type of instructions and analyze how the same in-
structional action is produced by the same speaker (the instructor) for the same 
addressee (the student) in consecutive trials of a learning task. We found that 
instructions become increasingly shorter, indexical and syntactically less com -
plex; interactional sequences become more condensed and activities designed to 
secure mutual understanding become rarer. This study shows how larger tem po-
ral frameworks of interpersonal interactional histories which range beyond the 
interactional sequence impinge on the recipient-design of turns and the deploy-
ment of multimodal resources in situ.
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1. Introduction

The sensitivity of turn-design to the particular addressee(s) is a basic property of all 
interactional conduct. One of the main sources of recipient design of turns lies in 
prior interactional experiences which the speaker shares with their interlocutor(s) 
as common ground. Shared biographical time thus is a major determinant of the 
design of interactional practice and the choice of multimodal resources to build 
actions. Although the enormous relevance of common ground for turn-design is 
indisputable, we still do not know much about the development of recipient design 
over interactional histories.

This chapter focuses on one highly recurrent type of joint action in order to 
track changes in recipient design over time. We consider one type of instructions in 
driving school and analyze how the same type of instructional action is produced
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by the same speaker (the instructor) for the same addressee (the student) in con-
secutive trials of a learning task, starting with the very first time the instruction 
is performed. This study thus is an inquiry into the relationship between larger 
temporal frameworks of interpersonal interactional histories which range beyond 
the interactional sequence and interactional events on the one hand and the local 
choice and deployment of multimodal resources in situ. The aim is to identify 
patterns of changes of the means of recipient design over time and to understand 
how they may be rooted in the pragmatics of shared experience. After a short 
introduction into the three notions which build the theoretical framework of our 
study, recipient design (Section 2), interactional histories and common ground 
(Section 3), we introduce the object and the data of our study, instructions in driv-
ing lessons (Section 4). The main body of the chapter is devoted to three case studies 
of changes in recipient design of the same type of instructions over time in driving 
lessons (Section 5). Section 6 summarizes the findings and adds some quantitative 
evidence. Section 7 concludes with a discussion of the upshots of this study for our 
understanding of the relationship between interactional histories, cognition and 
the design of situated actions in interaction.

2. Recipient design

Recipient design is a key notion in the study of social interaction. It concerns the way 
talk is tailored to its specific addressee: “By ‘recipient design’ we refer to a multitude 
of respects in which the talk by a party in a conversation is constructed or designed 
in ways which display an orientation and sensitivity to the particular other(s) who 
are co-participants.” (Sacks et al. 1974, 727). The term ‘recipient design thus does 
not simply refer to the basic dialogical other-orientedness of all talk being used for 
communicative purposes (cf. Linell 2009). ‘Recipient design is more specific (see 
Deppermann and Schmidt 2016). The term is meant to capture how the specific 
individual or categorical properties of the intended addressee(s) which the producer 
of a stretch of talk ascribes to their addressee inform the talk to be produced.

Recipient design relies on and indexes the speaker’s partner model. Prior re-
search has supported the relevance of the following aspects of the partner model:

-  Speaker’s knowledge about recipient’s knowledge (Schegloff 1972; Goodwin 
1979; Sacks and Schegloff 1979; Clark and Marshall 1981; Clark and Wilkes- 
Gibbs 1986; Isaacs and Clark 1987; Schegloff 1996),

-  Category membership of recipients (Isaacs and Clark 1987; Hutchby 1995; 
Fischer 2016),
Speaker’s assumptions about recipient’s assumptions about speaker’s meaning/ 
attitudes (Deppermann 2014).
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Recipient design is intimately linked to the accomplishment of intersubjectivity in 
interaction (Deppermann 2015a). It is the addressee-specific particularization of the 
general idealization of intersubjectivity (in the sense of Schütz 1974[ 1932], building 
on Husserl 1995(1929]). Recipient design embodies what the speaker presumes 
to be intersubjective. By virtue of this property, recipient design is also a resource 
for other-positioning the addressee as a person with specific properties of under-
standing, propensities to act, social and personal features, etc. Other-positioning 
is prospective in projecting an addressee of a certain type. Recipient design pre-
supposes and builds on what a speaker considers to be common ground and on 
other ascriptions to the recipient which are relevant to their presumable under-
standing of the speaker’s actions. The assumptions informing recipient design 
may build on a) first-hand knowledge from shared interactional history, i.e. prior 
experience, with the recipient, b) second-hand knowledge about the recipient via 
others, c) expectations and stereotypes tied to the assignment of the recipient to a 
membership category (Sacks 1992). As for shared interactional history as a source 
of recipient-design, Maynard (1989) and Deppermann and Schmitt (2009) have 
shown how the recipient design of turns is adapted by checking the recipient’s 
knowledge, expectations and/or self-positioning earlier in the same interactional 
sequence. Recipient design thus is continuously adapted on the grounds of the 
ongoing local experience with the addressee, their actions and their responses to 
the speaker’s own prior actions. By virtue of this sensitivity to shared interactional 
history, the recipient design of turns reflects the emerging relationship between 
the participants.

In this chapter, we will analyze how this source of recipient design -  shared 
interactional history -  accounts for changes in turn design of the same type of rou-
tine actions with the same recipient over time. We will thus study how retrospective 
sources of recipient design, i.e. common experience of past episodes of successful or 
failed accomplishment of intersubjectivity and task-performance are mobilized for 
the design of turns at talk in the service of bringing about future intersubjectivity.

3. Interactional history and the accumulation of common ground

This chapter studies how recipient design of turns builds on shared interactional 
histories. By ‘interactional history’, we refer to previously shared interactional ex-
periences of participants in interaction. Sharing experience does not simply mean 
to have the same experiences independently, but to exchange experiences and make 
experiences with each other in a shared situation. Schütz (1971 [1945], 219) de-
scribes this as the “common vivid present” of a “We-relation”. He captures such 
stretches of shared biographical time by the formula “we grow older together”
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(Schütz 1971 [ 1945], 220). In interactional histories, people do not only get to know 
each other (their skills, knowledge, expectations, preferences, etc.), they also cre-
ate common ground by virtue of interacting with each other. Common ground 
most importantly consists of shared meanings assigned to words (cf. Clark 1996a), 
phrases and stretches of behavior (action ascription) and of shared expectations 
about who will perform which kind of a next action given a certain situation, action 
or linguistic usage. Interactional histories have both a microscopic and a macro-
scopic dimension. Microscopically, interactional histories develop moment by mo-
ment in sequentially organized interactions and in situations of mutual monitoring 
(in co-presence, but also in mediated interaction). Thus, the accomplishment of 
intersubjectively shared meaning of an action via a sequence of reciprocal dis-
plays of interpretation and maybe negotiation (Sidnell 2014; Deppermann 2015b) 
is the result of an interactional micro-history. This emerging micro-history lays 
the ground for next actions building on it, allowing participants to presuppose 
intersubjectively accomplished meanings and knowledge, i.e. common ground, for 
ensuing joint action (Clark 1996b). The same applies to interactional histories on a 
temporally more extended scale, which may range from consecutive interactions of 
the same participants up to whole biographies which are largely shared by people 
living closely together.

In such interactional macro-histories, shared experience leads to an accumula-
tion of common ground which is used in future interactions. Besides presupposing 
common ground, this is evidenced by indexing efficiently the relevance of common 
ground which has been accomplished earlier (cf. Mondada 2015). Simply presup-
posing common ground often does not or would not work, if it is not salient to the 
partner. Common ground has to be indexed in order to be used for interpretation. 
The enormous relevance of shared interactional history for the way in which ac-
tions are performed and turns are formulated is evident, e.g., in the emergence of 
abbreviations for recurring expressions in working teams and families, in elliptical 
turn-design or also in “neurotic” reactions in long-standing relationships, where 
the prior action seems innocent and does not account for an aggressive or irritated 
response from an outsiders’ perspective.

Although the effect of shared interactional history is clearly visible in such 
cases, the precise ways in which specific experiences lead to specific ways of 
turn-construction and action-formation remain mostly opaque to the analyst. This 
is due to the lack of data which provide for a detailed and comprehensive docu-
mentation of some interactional history. In the absence of such data, however, it 
is hard to track in a rigorous manner the ways in which prior shared experiences 
inform later joint action. A study that aims to arrive at such an understanding 
has to meet methodological requirements which are not so easy to fulfill (see also 
Pekarek Doehler et al. 2018):
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We need a continuous record of the shared interactional history of the partici-
pants without gaps in order to be sure to capture all shared experiences which 
contribute to the emergence of common ground, shared routines, etc.
We need to have access to recurrent types of interaction sequences (actions, 
referential practices, rituals, etc.) in order to be able to identify change over 
time (see, e.g., Berger and Pekarek Doehler 2018). This is because we need a 
tertium comparationis which allows us to observe how shared experience with 
instances of an interactional sequence (action, referential practice, ritual, etc.) 
impinges on and is used (presupposed, re-indexed) on a next occasion when 
the same type of interactional sequence (action, reference) again is at issue 
among the same participants. Of course, prior experience will also impinge on 
future interactional encounters among the same participants in which different 
interactional tasks and actions are at issue. However, given that we currently 
know hardly anything about the effects of interactional histories on the recipi-
ent design of turns, actions and references, a methodologically more promising 
and more reliable starting point for analyses will be to be more restrictive and 
track changes in the performance of the same type of joint action over time.

Until now, studies which meet these requirements fully have only been conducted 
in experimental settings. Herbert Clark and his confederates have studied changes 
in recipient design over repeated task-related joint activities using varieties of the 
so-called ‘referential communication task’. These tasks ask a ‘matcher’ to identify 
pictures correctly in response to a ‘director’s’ descriptions. It was revealed that over 
a series of performances of the same tasks by the same participants, matchers’ ref-
erences exhibit an increased economy of linguistic form (Clark and Marshall 1981; 
Clark and Wilkes-Gibbs 1986; Isaacs and Clark 1987). E.g., descriptions are re-
placed by names and nominal phrases, definite references supplant indefinite ones, 
abbreviations are used instead of complex nominal phrases. Overall, turn-length 
and number of speaker changes per task were found to diminish. However, it was 
also observed that speakers tend to stick with formulation choices which have 
proved to be successful for accomplishing mutual understanding in the past (cf. 
Pickering and Garrod 2004), even if simpler options become available because of 
contextual changes. Brennan and Clark (1996) term this phenomenon ‘conceptual 
pacts’, meaning that participants have come to a shared convention of how to en-
code a certain joint conceptualization. While these studies have yielded important 
insights into how the accumulation of common ground over interactional histories 
informs the recipient-design of future actions, they suffer from the usual limita-
tions of ecological validity which are typical of experimental studies. Subjects were 
confronted with artificial tasks in a very restricted pragmatic, topical and referen-
tial environment, the range of actions which could relevantly be performed was
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unnaturally small, variation of the particulars of the local situation was ruled out 
by standardization, subjects did not act out participant roles tied to everyday insti-
tutional and personal relationships and their associated rights, duties and identities.

The study to be reported in this chapter, on the contrary, meets the require-
ments for a study on the relevance of shared interactional history for recipient 
design outlined above, without succumbing to these drawbacks of an experimental 
approach.

4. Object of study: Instructions in driving lessons

In order to study how turn design changes over and by virtue of shared interactional 
histories, we have tracked the longitudinal development of the design of instruc-
tions of the same task in driving lessons. Driving lessons provide a perspicuous 
setting for this study. They meet the methodological requirements for studying the 
changes of recipient design during interactional histories which have been laid out 
in Section 3 in an ideal way for the following reasons:

Driving lessons are naturalistic experiments: Participants rehearse the same 
tasks (such as changing gears, turning left at an intersection, reverse parking 
the car, etc.) over and over again. This allows us to track changes in the design 
of the same type of action, namely instructions to perform a specific task, over 
time. Still, these are part of naturally occurring, participant-administered in-
stitutional activities without any scientist-induced experimental frame. Rather, 
the experimental flavor of these episodes arises from the very nature of the 
social activity and its aims (i.e. bringing the student’s skill to perfection by 
rehearsing).
Complete interactional histories are available: We have recorded the whole 
process of the practical instruction from the very beginning, i.e. the first driving 
lesson, without any gap, for four students. All of the relevant experiences which 
the participants share with each other concerning the tasks to be considered are 
available as video-recorded data. The data thus allow us to track the emergence 
of common ground over repeated task-performances and the adaptation of 
recipient design by virtue of this shared interactional history.

-  The efficacy of recipient design is (mostly) observable: Since (apart from the 
very first instruction) the student has to comply with instructions immedi-
ately, the student’s understanding and their acquisition of competence (learn-
ing) become public in situ. Thus both the adequacy of the instructor’s recipient 
design and how it is adaptively occasioned by the task-performances of the 
student can be analyzed by relating it to the ongoing responses of the students.
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In contrast to other participation frameworks such as, for example, friendships or 
professional teams, changes in the recipient design of instructions over time are 
closely related to the process of learning: The goal is to “build competent mem-
bers” (Goodwin 2017), who will finally be able to perform the instructed actions 
correctly and self-initiatedly whenever they become relevant. Thus, the final goal 
of the process of instructions is to make instructions unnecessary. As far as learn-
ing is concerned, changes in recipient design are tied to the recipient’s (gradually 
increasing) transition from a novice to a fully competent actor, which is reflected 
in the instructor’s action formation (see also Broth et al. 2017).

The data come from a larger corpus of approx. 70 hours of video-recordings 
from driving lessons with two cameras (passenger view and street view) recorded 
in 2012-13 in Germany. Among them, approx. 45 hours are recordings of four 
students (3m, If) with a female instructor which each start with the first lesson. 
This sub-corpus was inspected for all occurrences of rehearsals of one specific 
task, reverse parking the car. With three of the students, this task was rehearsed 
in two series of four to seven runs each (6+6; 5+7; 6+4); one student (who was 
more experienced and already held a motorcycle license) had to perform only one 
rehearsal session with six runs. In total, 40 runs of rehearsing reverse parking have 
been transcribed according to GAT2 (Selting et al. 2009) and analyzed sequentially 
and multimodally. All instructions occurring in these 40 runs of rehearsals were 
coded according to a number of linguistic, gestural, praxeological and interactional 
variables. All data were coded independently by the author and another coder who 
also had participated in the sequential data analysis. Differences in coding were 
checked and discussed, resulting sometimes in refining the guidelines for coding 
and in consensual attribution of codes in discrepant cases. Quantitative findings 
of these sample analyses will be reported in Section 6.

The main body of this chapter (Section 5) will provide an in-depth conversation 
analytic treatment of three cases, which have been transcribed according to GAT2 
with additional multimodal transcription according to Mondada (2018). We will 
analyze changes in the recipient design of instructions of one specific sub-task of the 
process of reverse parking over the learning process. The sub-task to be considered 
concerns the issue: How far does the student have to reverse the car into the parking 
space until s/he has to steer to the left?

Figure 1 shows the relevant landmark which the student has to observe: S/he 
has to reverse the car until the b-column of the car (i.e. the middle column located 
between the two right side windows of the car) yields a line with the left rear light 
of a car parked in front which is in parallel with the sidewalk.
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Figure 1. Reversing the car until its b-column yields a line with the left rear light of a car 
parked in front which is in parallel with the sidewalk

5. Case analyses of interactional histories: Changes in instructional
practice over time

In this section, we analyze the ways in which the recipient design of instructing the 
sub-task to reverse the car into the parking space changes over time by virtue of 
shared interactional histories. Consecutive task performances from three students 
will be considered. For each student, the very first and the second task-instructions 
will be analyzed. In addition, two later instructions which exhibit further relevant 
changes in the design of instructional activity will be discussed for each student.

5.1 Case 1

As with all the students in our data, the first instruction is produced while the car 
is not moving. The instructor demonstrates how the car has to be reversed into the 
parking space by using a toy car representing the driving school car and a box which 
represents the car parked in front, which serves as a landmark:

Extract 1. FAHR_02_15_33:12-33:19_lst-instruction
01 INS fährst *du SOweit,

drive.2sc you so far 
ins *..........

02 (.) *BIS diese *be saule,
until this b-column

ins . ...*points at b-column of toy car* points at one end of bo:-:--- ■
03 INS wieder mit DEM-

again with the
04 +* (0.2)§(0.35) *+

ins tgazes at b-column+
ins *points at b-column of car*
stu §gazes upwards >
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05 INS +mit dem §LISCHT so;
with the light like this

ins +gazes at toy car--- >
stu Sgazes at toy car--- >

06 INS (0.2) ‘eine Linie so hier ergibt,
makes for a line kind-of here

ins “draws line from one end of bo;·: to b-column of toy car-- >>
07 INS SIEH[ST +du ]?

you see?
08 STU [hm_hm; ]

uhum
ins +gazes at student--- >>

This first instruction is delivered as a complex description, consisting of a complex 
sentence including a locative adverbial clause. The main clause exhibits three ar-
guments (agent = du, ‘you’, 01; location = soweit, ‘so far’, 01; location = adverbial 
clause, 02-06), the adverbial clause does so as well (theme = be sdule, ‘b-column, 
02; counter-theme = mit dem lischt, ‘with the light’, 05; result = Unie, ‘line’, 06). The 
student should not follow the instruction in situ. The declarative mood of the in-
struction (as opposed to, e.g., the imperative or the deontic infinitive) is typical of 
the turn-design of first instructions in driving lessons (see Deppermann 2018). It 
does not only index that the instruction does not have to be complied with imme-
diately, but it also stresses the descriptive and generalizable content of the instruc-
tion, i.e. being an explication of a regular procedure. The action to be performed is 
explicitly mentioned (fährst du SOweit (.) bis [...], ‘you drive so far until [...]’) and 
three landmarks are provided by explicit categorization (be säule, ‘b-column’, 02;1

i. Immediately before this extract, the instructor had defined the term B-Saule (‘b-column’) 
ostensively by gesturing and verbally by building a paradigmatic contrast with the two other 
columns of the car:

Extract 2. FAHR_02_15_32-.25-32-.36
001 INS bis +DAS teil hier,+

until this thing here
ins ....+gaze STU, knocks 4x at b-column+

002 (0.55)
003 INS Aso-

I mean
004 (0.28)
005 INS DAS hier,

this here
006 +diese +BE: [saule,]+

this b-column
ins +point b-column of toy’ car +

Oil INS [hm hm;]
uhum

012 INS das ist die +A saule +bE säule +cE säule;
this is the a-column b-column c-column

ins point +a-column +b-column +c-column of
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mit dem licht, ‘with the light’, 05; linie, ‘line’, 06). Verbal references to landmarks are 
coordinated with pointing gestures (02: to b-column of toy car, 02: to rear light of 
car in front represented by box, 04: again to b-column of toy car). An iconic gesture 
finally is produced in sync with the verbal reference to the imaginary line between 
the b-column of the toy car and the rear light of the other car, until which the car 
has to advance. The instruction in 01 -06 is prosodically segmented into installments 
(Clark and Brennan 1991; Svennevig 2015), which partition the information into 
small chunks. The instructor closes the instruction of this step of the procedure of 
reverse parking with an understanding-check (06) and then monitors the student’s 
understanding display also visually (07-08).

In the second trial of reverse parking, which follows immediately after the first, 
which has been analyzed above, the student implements the instructed action for 
the first time. In contrast to the first run, the car is now positioned at the point 
where the student should start to reverse into the parking space.

Extract 3. FAHRJ02_15_34:ll-34:24_2nd-instruction
01 INS +(.) jetzt fahr mal n_+§bisschen GRAdet*zurück,

now reverse.IMP a bit straight
ins +gaze right window--- +gaze steer wheel+gaze rt window--->
ins ...*point rt window-->
stu §gaze to the right--------------- >

02 (1.5)
03 INS guck bis du hier so eine Linie *mit dem +hast,

look.IMP until you get a line with it
ins ----------------------------------------- >+gaze steer wheel>

04 (1.4) + (1.6) *
i n s ---->+gaze rt window--->
ins --------------

05 INS siehste so.=
y'see this way

06 INS =jetzt hat das *lischt hier mit DEM,+
now the light yields here with this one

ins -------------------------------------------------- > +
ins *5 horizontal gestures along right window->

07 (0.5) +
ins .... +gaze STU----------------------------------------- >>

08 INS das is hier so ungefähr Eine [Linie.]*
this is here like approximately a line 

ins ----------------------------------- >*
09 STU [HMhm; ]

uhum

In contrast to the first instruction, the second is delivered in imperative mood, and 
it is to be followed by the student in situ. The argument structure is less complex 
than in the first run. The instruction is again produced by a complex sentence 
including a resultative adverbial phrase. The main clause includes two arguments
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(01: manner = grade, ‘straight’; result = adverbial clause),2 the adverbial clause 
has three arguments (03: agent = du, ‘you’; result = eine linie, ‘a line’; theme = mit 
dem, ‘with it’ (= the rear light of the car in front)). In contrast to the first run, the 
latter reference is not lexical-categorical, but purely deictic, using a pronoun co-
ordinated with a pointing gesture. Equally, the categorical term b-column (of the 
driving school car) now is replaced by the metonymical pronoun du (‘you’). Both 
pronominal references, which are much less granular and less precise than the 
references to the landmarks in the first run, index that the student is considered 
to be able to identify which precise part of the other car and the driving school 
car should be taken as relevant coordinates for the line which has to be reached. 
The teacher monitors the student’s actions by looking at her manipulation of the 
steering wheel and, alternatively, observes how the car is moved into the parking 
space. The instructor draws the student’s attention to the fact that they have reached 
the imaginary line (05-08). In a cut-off TCU, the instructor refers to the rear lights 
of the car ahead lexically and to the b-column as coordinates gesturally and by a 
pronoun (or article at the cut-off point -  the finite verb form and possibly a noun 
are missing, 06); she then repairs her formulation, referring verbally to the line by 
an indefinite NP and indexing its coordinates by hier (‘here’) and associated iconic 
gestures (08), now using a copulative construction. The student acknowledges this 
noticing by an understanding display, which is monitored by the instructor (08-09).

The student fails the following trial, because she went backwards too fast when 
reversing into the parking space. The following fourth instruction, still in the same 
lesson, is packaged as a reminder of what the student has to do next.

Extract 4. FAHR_02_15_39:04-39:08jUh-instruction
01 INS %so;

stu >>turns steering wheel to the left--
02

ins
(0.9)

03 INS +guck *jetzt% haste schon *deine Linie
look now you %ve already got your line

ins + loo):s out of right window-------------
ins ^horizontal gesture along rt window*,,,,
stu ----------- >

04 INS =genAU, 
exactly

2. One could equally argue that there are three arguments, because “zuriick” (‘back’) may either 
be considered as an instance of the thematic role ‘direction’ or as split part of the verb zuriick- 
fahren (so-called Verbpartikel, ‘verb particle’). In the latter case it is not counted as an argument.
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In this instruction, the teacher uses a less complex grammatical format. It consists 
only of a simple main clause with two arguments (agent = du, ‘you’; result = deine 
linie, ‘your line’, 03). The action to be performed is not mentioned anymore, but 
a light verb (hast, ‘have’) is used. Its ‘achievement’-meaning is provided for by the 
direct object in the result role. The resulting landmark, the line, is also demonstrated 
by an iconic gesture. The mention of the landmark is itself action-implicative: It 
implies that the student has to stop at it (and prepare for turning the steering wheel 
into the opposite direction). The other landmarks, however, which make for the line 
(i.e. the b-column, the rear light of the car in front), are not mentioned anymore. 
This third instruction is much more indexical and shorter than the two earlier 
instructions: It presupposes actions (driving and stopping, perhaps also steering) 
and relevant landmarks in order to be understood properly. The instruction could 
not be understood as a first instruction, it works only as a non-first, consecutive 
instruction which builds on common ground which has been achieved in previous 
joint performances of the same task. Most interestingly, the instructor uses the 
possessive indexical formulation deine linie (‘your line’) instead of an indefinite 
NP in the trials before. This 2nd person possessive reference indexes that the line 
to be reached is a line which is specifically relevant to the student’s actions and 
which she should know to be so because of her prior experience -  it is the line she 
has learnt to identify and use as a cue for organizing her actions. By these elliptical, 
indexical and presupposition-loaded design features, the instructor produces this 
instruction as a reminder which refers back to prior shared experience and which 
expects the student to be able to use the common ground achieved earlier for its 
understanding and for organizing her own actions. The instruction closes with an 
evaluative transition marker (genau, ‘exactly’, 04), indexing that the sub-task of 
reversing the car correctly into the parking space has been successfully completed - 
instead of an explicit, descriptive noticing of the fact as in the second instruction 
(Extract 3), which was the first time the student rehearsed the procedure. The object 
of the assessment genau is the accomplishment of an imaginary line between the 
b-column of the driving school car’s and the rear lights of the car in front in parallel 
to the sidewalk. This can only be understood by the student if she is able to identify 
the instructor’s tacit expectations concerning the correct task-performance, which 
can be taken to be part of the common ground achieved in the two previous trials.

The last run we will consider is the final trial, which is the twelfth in total (clos-
ing a second series of trials two weeks later). After the student has successfully com-
pleted the task in three out of the four last trials, the instructor does not produce 
any verbal instruction anymore, but only observes the movement of the car gazing 
straight ahead (Figure 2). When the relevant line (between the b-column and the 
rear light of the car in front) is reached, the instructor turns her gaze to the right 
(i.e. the sidewalk, Figure 3). Immediately after the instructor’s head movement, the
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Figure 2. Instructor monitors trajectory of the car looking ahead 
(FAHR_02_20_57:47_ 12th-instruction)

Figure 3. Instructor looks out of the right window as line between b-column and rear 
light of car parked in front is reached (FAHR_02_20_57:49_12th-instruction)

Figure 4. Instructor looks at student, who is turning steering wheel into the opposite 
direction (FAHR_02_20_57:50_12th-instruction)

student starts to turn the steering wheel into the opposite direction (Figure 4), as 
is required when the line is reached.

We have now reached a borderline case: It is neither clear if the instructor’s 
monitoring head is produced as an instructing head point for the student nor if it is 
perceived as such by the student. It may as well be that both the instructor and the 
student simultaneously attend to the fact that the action-implicative landmark is 
reached. In this case, no instruction would be in play anymore, but only monitoring 
of the student’s performance on the instructor’s part.



Table 1 summarizes the changes in the instructional formats over the four 
trials discussed above. While in the first two trials, the action to be performed is 
described, it is not mentioned anymore in later trials. The first two instructions are 
also produced with a complex, adverbial argument structure.3 In trial four there 
is only one main clause, in the last trial only a gestural hint is produced (if it is 
produced or understood as an instruction at all). While in the first trial multiple 
pointing gestures are used to refer to the line to be observed and the landmarks 
between which the line holds, in later trials there are only gestural references to 
the line. Overall, the complexity of the instructional formats decreases over trials 
in several dimensions of turn-construction and multimodal conduct.

Table 1. Changes of instructional formats in case 1 over trials

Number Description Syntax Number of Types of Gestures
of trial of action arguments argument

1 + decl clause+adverbial 3 + 3 1 adverbial 3 point
3 lexical 
2 PRO

2 iconic

2 + IMP clause+adverbial 2 (3) + 3 1 (2) adverbial 1 point
2 lexical 
2 PRO (1 
deictic)

5 iconic

- 2 decl 2 + 2 2 lexical 
2 PRO

4 - decl clause 1 1 lexical 1 iconic
12 - - - - (1 gaze)

5.2 Case 2

The same pattern of change towards less complexity and increasing economy of 
instructional formats over time can be seen in the other cases. In case 2, the first 
run already starts with an implementation of reverse parking. However, the student 
is not expected to follow the instruction immediately, but only after the instructor 
has completed the instructional step by an understanding-check.

3. 'Argument structure’ here does not refer only to the subject and direct objects. It includes 
all participants and circumstances (cf. Halliday and Mattiessen 2014, 310-355), i.e. also oblique 
cases and adjuncts. This conforms to the common understanding of ‘arguments’ in Construction 
Grammar (see e.g. Goldberg 2006). We also counted arguments embedded in complement clauses 
and not only the whole complement clause as one argument.
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Extract 5. FAHR_02_09J)2:04-02:13_lst-instruction
01 INS "h und jetzt fährst du noch_n ein bisschen *GRA:D-

and now you drive still a bit straight
.................................... +points

ahead--
02 INS "h bis d-=

until
03 =*guck *mal die RÜCKlischter mit »diesem;

look.IMP PTCL the rear lights with this
ins -> *■ knocks at right window...... »knocks six tiroes at

b-column--- >
04 (0.2) + (0.4) * +

ins
ins +gaze STU+

05 INS *mit dieser BE säule,
with this b-column

ins »five horizontal gestures along right window
06 INS so n bisschen eine Linie* erge+ben;

yield kind of a bit of a line

ins +gaze at STU—
07 INS SIEHST_e das,

d'you see?
08 (0.35)
09 STU hm +hm;

ins

As in case 1 (Extract 1), the first instruction comprises a description of the action 
to be performed {jetztfährst du noch ein bisschen [...], ‘now you still drive bit 
01 ff.). The turn consists of a complex declarative sentence with an adverbial clause 
specifying the point to which the car should be reversed. The latter involves the 
explicit categorization of three landmarks, the rear lights of the car in front, the 
b-column of the driving school car and the resulting line between them (03-06). The 
main clause exhibits three arguments (agent = du, ‘you’, 01; manner =grad, ‘straight’, 
01; location = adverbial clause bis ‘until’, 02-06), the adverbial clause itself does 
so as well (theme = die riicklischter, ‘the rear lights’, 03; counter-theme = mit dieser 
be säule, ‘with this b column’, 05; result = eine linie, ‘a line’, 06). All landmarks are 
lexically encoded. As in the first instruction in case 1, they are referred to by pointing 
gestures, first towards the car in front (01-03), then by knocking at the right win-
dow, the instructor points to the b-column (03-04). Equally, the line is indexed by 
horizontal iconic gestures (05-06). The instruction is also delivered in installments 
and closed by eliciting an understanding display from the student (07-09).

Like in case 1 (Extract 3), the student is already reversing the car into the 
parking space in the second run, while the instructor produces her instruction. She 
does not describe the action to be performed anymore. She does neither mention 
the coordinates between which the line to be observed holds.
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Extract 6. FAHR_02_09_05:06-05:13_2nd-instruction
01 INS drehst disch Um+ guckst nach HINten-1

turn.2sc yourself around look.2sc back 
ins gazes at STU-- +.....................

02 + ( 1 .0)
ins (gazes through rt window----------- >

03 INS §hast wieder hier* so deine LInie;
have-2sc like your line again here

ins ................ *knocks rt window,,,,,
stu Sturns steering wheel----------------- >e

04 (0.5)
05 INS un +jetz fan+gst_e LANGsam an EINzulenken.

and now y'slowly start to turn the steering wheel
ins ...+gaze STU+, , , , , ,

As in case 1, instruction 4 (Extract 4), the instructor here produces a declarative 
sentence (03), which only includes the possessive reference to the line the student 
is supposed to know and identify as the relevant landmark for turning the steering 
wheel into the opposite direction. This is actually what the student already starts to 
do in sync with the onset of the instructor’s turn -  and well ahead of the instruc-
tor’s explicit request to do so in line 04. Already in this second run, the instructor 
constrains the instruction to referring to the action implicative landmark, which, 
by the adverbial modifier wieder (‘again’), is contextualized as being present another 
time, thus indexing its status as a non-first, reminding instruction. Again knocking 
at the window is used as pointing reference, this time to the line. The instructor 
monitors the student’s actions and the movement of the car (by looking out of the 
window, observing the position of the car to the sidewalk) alternatingly, but she 
produces no understanding check.4 5

The instruction in the third run is even more indexical.

Extract 7. FAHR_02_09_06:16-06:24_3rd-instruction
01 INS un jetzt lasst du ihn schon REINlaufen;

and now you let it run in nicely
ins >.-looks through right window-------------------->

02 (0.2) + (0.2) +(2.8)
ins ,,,,,+looks ahead,,ilooks at window-->>

4. th e  requirement lo look back when reversing the car applies to the whole process of reverse 
parking. A request for looking back is produced whenever the student fails to do this. Ihese re-
quests are not included in our analysis, because they do not specifically concern the skills which 
are peculiar to the sub-task in focus here.

5. I he reduction and increasing indexicalization of the design of instructions can be seen to 
proceed in a faster pace in case 2 than in case 1. This reflects that the instructor considers the 
student to be a more advanced and thus faster learner than the student from case 1.
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The instructor here produces an action description by a directional deictic gloss, 
which is not supported by gesturing: jetzt lässt du ihn schön reinlaufen (‘now you let 
it run in nicely’, 01). This is a request to reverse the car back into the parking space. 
The precise spatial meaning is not expressed, but has to be inferred by the student. 
The causative formulation ascribes only little agency to the student, meaning that 
he should not turn the steering wheel further while reversing. Both arguments are 
pronominal (agent = du, ‘you’; patient = ihn, ‘him’, meaning the car). No landmarks 
are mentioned and no gestures used, either. This time, the student only starts to 
turn the steering wheel into the opposite direction when the instructor asks him 
to do so (03). This can be seen as an effect of learning, because in the prior trial 
(see Extract 6, line 03), the student turned too early, which led to the car being 
positioned too far away from the sidewalk as its unwanted result. The instructor 
does not elicit understanding displays and monitors only the movement of the car, 
but not the student.

In the next, fourth run, the instructor does not produce any instruction. She 
restricts herself to partial monitoring of the movement of the car and engages in 
multi-activity. She thus displays that she is no longer fully engaged with the peda-
gogical activity of rehearsing the task.

Figure 5. Multi-activity: Instructor opens bottle and looks to tree where a bird is singing

After the student has failed to position the car correctly in the fourth and fifth runs, 
the instructor produces a short elliptical reminder in the sixth run.

Extract 8. FAHR_02_09_13:53-13:55_6th-instruction
01 (2.0)

ins ■gaze rt window--
02 * (0.4)

*hor1zont a 1 gesture
03 INS LIn*ie,

line

ins ' , , ,
03 (0.2)

The instructor closely monitors the movement of the car towards the sidewalk. By a 
horizontal, iconic gesture she enacts the achievement and the relevance of the line
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already before it is verbally expressed (02f), this time by a bare noun. Using a bare 
noun as an action-implicative reference is another way to formulate a reminder: It 
presupposes and reflexively indexes the shared interactional history of having learnt 
to know the relevant coordinates, to identify the line and to understand its practical 
relevance -  and, of course, the student’s comprehension that the instructor’s turn is 
to be taken as an instruction. The de-agentive and impersonal formulation can be 
taken to index the routine character of the instructed action. The instructor again 
monitors only the movement of the car, but not the student.

Table 2 summarizes changes in instructional formats over interactional his-
tory in case 2. We basically find the same kinds of changes over time as in case 1: 
Instructional formats become increasingly shorter, actions and landmarks which 
were first explicitly introduced become presupposed later, explicit instructions are 
replaced by indexical reminders. While initially various coordinates are referred 
to by pointing, gestures are later restricted to the essential action-implicative land-
mark. In contrast to case 1, already the second instruction (and not only later 
instructions) exhibits all properties of reflexively indexing its being a non-first and 
that common ground is presupposed for its correct understanding. Later instruc-
tions are formatted as reminders, which, as a response to student’s failures, either 
in current performance or in prior trials, may be amended again by aspects which 
had been absent in instructions in prior runs.

Table 2. Changes of instructional formats in case 2 over trials

Number 
of trial

Description 
of action

Syntax Number of 
arguments

Types of 
argument

Gestures

1 + 2 main clauses 
1 ADV 
1 COMP

1 + 2 

1 +4
4 lexical 
3 PRO 
1 adverbial

3 point 
2 iconic

2 main clause 3 1 lexical 
1 PRO 
1 deictic

1 point

3 - main clause 2 2 PRO -
4 - - - -
6 - bare noun - 1 lexical 1 iconic
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5-3 Case 3

In case 3, an even more experienced student, who already owns a motorcycle li-
cense, is being taught. His process of learning is faster, and so is the cline of reduc-
tion of instructional activities. Again the first instruction involves toy cars, while 
the car is standing, and should not be followed in situ.

Extract 9. FAHR_02_03_53:21-53:32_lst-instruction
01 INS "h fährst GRA::de, (0.4)

drive. 2s g . decl straight 
ins *-- moves toy car with left hand— >

02 INS bis* dein hintern hier so_n bisschen DRIN is,=
until your butt kind of enters here a bit 

m s  two pointing gestures to back-------- >
03 INS =das *heißt du mit dieser kAnte hier ungefähr*

this means that you (have) with this edge here roughly
ins ,,,,, ‘draws horizontal line----------------

04 INS und »dieser bE säule wieder eine llnie*+hast; (0.4)
and with this b-column a line again

ins ‘draws horizontal line twice----- *
ins ....+gaze STU---->

05 INS *UNgef ähr ; *
roughly

i n s  'thum b u p - ‘
06 STU OKAY;
07 (0.4) +

ins --- > +

The instructional turn is a complex declarative description with a main clause and 
two adverbial clauses. The main clause includes two arguments (manner = grade, 
straight’, 01; location = adverbial clause, 02), the adverbial clause in 02 has three 
arguments (theme = dein hintern, ‘your butt’; location = hier, ‘here’; degree = so_n 
bisschen, ‘a bit’), the reformulation of the adverbial in 03-05 involves five argu-
ments (agent = du, ‘you’; theme = mit dieser kante, ‘with this edge’ (meaning the 
left rear corner of the car in front); counter-theme = mit dieser be säule, ‘with this 
b-column’; result = eine linie, ‘line’; degree = ungefähr, ‘roughly’). The description 
includes the action to be performed and the explicit lexical categorization of four 
landmarks (‘your butt’, ‘edge’, ‘b-column’, ‘line’), two of which are referred to also 
by pointing (the butt in 02) and horizontal, iconic enacting gestures (the line in 
03f). In addition, the gesture of placing the toy car enacts the action of reversing 
the car (01). An understanding-display of the student closes the instruction (06). 
In contrast to cases 1 (Extract 1) and 2 (Extract 5), the instructor does not produce 
this first instruction in clearly segmented installments, but for the main part in a 
rush-through manner (02-04; cf. Schegloff 1987) and she does not use a verbal to-
ken to elicit an understanding display from the student (however, she gazes at him
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as the instruction is closed, 04-07). This first instruction is formulated in a much 
more casual way as in cases 1 and 2. This may index that this student is positioned 
as an experienced student who is not in need of a maximally precise instruction.

In the second run, the first implementation of the task follows. The student is 
already reversing the car.

Extract 10. FAHR_02_03_54:34-54:39_2nd-instruction
01 INS so (un) jetzt* fahrste WEIter-

so and now ya drive on
ins ......... *3 horizontal gestures along right window-->

02 INS bis das hier so eine LInie gibt-*
until this here yields kind of a line

03 (2.2)

As in the first run (Extract 9), the instruction is produced in a declarative format, 
although with a much leaner syntax. It consists of a main clause, now with a clit- 
icized subject and one location argument,6 the following adverbial clause, which 
itself exhibits two arguments (location = hier, ‘here’; result = linie, ‘line’). The de-
scription is much more indexical than the first. It does not explicitly mention the 
landmarks between which the line holds. Instead, it refers to them with the vague 
local deictic hier, accompanied by horizontal iconic gestures which enact the line. 
The instructor monitors the movement of the car, but not the student’s actions and 
does not check his understanding, either.

In the next two runs, the instructor does not produce an instruction anymore. 
This is probably due to the fact that all trials of the student so far have been suc-
cessful. In the third run, the instructor still monitors closely the student’s actions 
(Figure 6), the car movement (Figure 7) and the progression of the car to the line 
between the b-column and the rear light of the car in front (Figure 8).

T
' A  2

M
Figure 6. Instructor monitors student manipulating the steering wheel (3rd run)

6. The assignment of arguments depends here on whether the cliticized subject is counted as 
agent and whether weiter is regarded as an isolated verb particle or as adverbial with a directional 
role (cf. footnote 2).
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Figure 7. Instructor monitors trajectory of the car (3rd run)

Figure 8. Instructor monitors distance to the sidewalk (3rd run)

In the fourth run, however, the instructor only partially monitors the student’s 
actions and the car movement. Instead, she smiles at the student as a sequel to a 
sequence of topical talk before (Figure 9). Thus, as in case 2, Figure 5, she displays 
reduced engagement in the pedagogical joint activity of rehearsing the task by 
temporally engaging in another line of action.

Figure 9. Instructor smiles at student (4th run)

Table 3 summarizes the process of the increasing reduction and indexicalization 
of the instructional turns in case 3. The same kinds of changes in action-formation 
as in cases 1 and 2 can be found, but the process until instruction is no more 
necessary is much faster in case 3. This is probably due to the fact that the stu-
dent is already an experienced driver, who has shown that he learns fast in other 
task-performances.
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Table 3. Changes of instructional formats in case 3 over trials

Number 
of trial

Description 
of action

Syntax Number of 
arguments

Types of 
argument

Gestures

1 + 1 main clause + 2 ADV 2 + 3 + 5 7 lexical 
1 adverbial 
1 PRO 
1 deictic

3 point 
2 iconic

2 + 1 main clause + 1 ADV 1 + 2 1 lexical 
1 adverbial 
1 deictic

3 iconic

3 - - - - -
4 - - - - -

6. Quantitative findings

In Section 5 we have analyzed in detail the changes in turn-construction and mul-
timodal conduct over time in instructions of a sub-task of reverse parking in three 
cases. In this section, we will adopt a broader view, summarizing the quantitative 
findings from exhaustive coding of 39 runs of trials of reverse parking with the 
same instructor involving four students in total. Each run included four sub-tasks:

Orient the car straight on the road in parallel to a parked car keeping a distance 
of approximately one meter.
Reverse the car until its b-column reaches the end of the parked car.
Reverse car into the parking space -  this sub-task was considered in Section 5. 
Position car straight in parallel to the sidewalk in a distance of not more than 
approximately 30 centimeters.

Additionally, sometimes a post-trial discussion followed a run (mostly after failed 
trials).

Our initial hypothesis was that changes of recipient design are related to inter-
actional history overall, i.e. to the number of trials. However, the findings of our 
qualitative study, part of which we have reported on in Section 5, suggested more 
specific expectations:

First instructions are more elaborate than all following instructions.
If the student does not carry out a sub-task correctly or if the student had 
failed the sub-task in the prior trial, instructions are more elaborate than if 
the student had performed the prior trial successfully and is performing the 
ongoing sub-task correctly.
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In other words, we expected that there is a difference between learning (successful 
performance) and the accumulation of common ground over interactional histories 
without (sufficient) learning. We therefore distinguish four different variants of the 
variable ‘interactional history and learning’: first instruction (by toy cars), first im-
plementation, instruction after/upon failure, instruction after success. In the figures 
below, scores for ‘instruction after/upon failure’ and ‘instruction after success’ are 
aggregated for all instances in which the student had failed or had been successful.

In order to identify quantitative patterns of change related to the variable ‘inter-
actional history and learning’, the following dependent variables of the instructional 
turns were coded: The numbers of

a. instructions per sub-task,
b. words used per sub-task,
c. turns per sub-task,
d. understanding-checks per sub-task, and the
e. complexity of argument structure per instruction/

Since our analysis rests on only four students, among whom the number of tri-
als is not equal, and since all measures are dependent measures, we decided to 
perform statistical tests only if the amount of data was sufficient. We present the 
reader with descriptive statistics in order to be able to assess the possible relevance 
of numerical differences for a better understanding of how interactional histories 
effect changes in recipient design. We now discuss the findings for the dependent 
variables of turn-design. Findings for (a)-(e) have proved to be statistically signif-
icant (p < 0.01**).

a. Instructions per sub-task (Figure 10)

The number of instructions decreases only after the first implementation of the 
driving rehearsal, but not already after the first instruction.7 8 The instructional steps 
which are included in the toy car demonstration are explicitly repeated in the first 
implementation. Sometimes additional instructions are produced, mainly having

7. As one ‘instance of an instruction’, we count every instructional TCU or turn which makes 
at least one specific instructed action relevant from the student. 1 hus, questions, understanding- 
checks, assessments and comments by the instructor do not count as instructions, but they may 
be part of instructions. Post-trial instructions which discuss problems with prior performances 
and instructions are not included in the analysis, except for the analysis of the number of turns, 
for which they have been counted separately (see below).

8. Note that case 3 discussed in Section 5.3 is an exception in this respect, because in case 3 the 
second instruction of the sub-task of reversing into the parking space was considerably shorter 
than the first.
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to do with looking backward and adapting speed and handling of the clutch. These 
requirements are not mentioned in the toy car demonstration, because they do not 
concern skills which are specific for the task and thus do not have to be learnt for 
the first time.

For the trials after the first implementation, we found that if the student was 
successful in the prior trial and performs correctly in the ongoing trial, mostly 
no more (verbal) instruction is produced. If the prior trial failed or of the current 
task-performance is faulty, instructions specifically focus the problematic steps of 
action.

toy car 

1. implementation 

failed 

successful

195

I 7.6

Figure 10. Number of instructions per sub-task (N = 245, 39 trials, 4 students)

b. Words per sub-task (Figure 11 )9

Instructions do not only become less, but the individual instructions also become 
shorter (cf. also Broth et al. 2017). Already in the first implementation we find a 
slight decrease in the number of words used per sub-task. Instructions in response 
to failure are much longer than instructions with a successful learner (if they oc-
cur at all, see above). But still, instructions after failure are much less explicit than 
first instructions and instructions in first implementations. We could show in the 
qualitative analysis in Section 5 that this difference is due to the design of later in-
structions as highly indexical and sometimes elliptical reminders which presuppose 
much instructional detail which was explicitly conveyed in the first, but often also 
still in the second run. Instructions after success are most elliptical, if there is an 
instruction at all.

toy car 
1. implementation 

failed 

successful

Figure 11. Number of words per sub-task (N = 1742, 39 trials, 4 students)

9. Cliticized items were not counted separately; response tokens, sound objects and other in-
terjections were counted as words.
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c.  Turns per task (Figure 12)

‘Turns per sub-task’ include all turns by both participants per sub-task, i.e. not only 

instructions, but also questions, comments, assessments and merely responsive 

acknowledgements and understanding displays (by the student). The figures show 

that interactional sequences during sub-task-performances involve less speaker 

changes over time. Especially in the very first (toy car) instruction, the student is 

led to produce verbal displays of understanding (as we could see in the cases an-

alysed in Section 5, see also d) below). If the student has been successful, the task 

is mostly rehearsed in silence.

toy car

failed

successful
pn?t cpqupnrp fail

post sequence succ.

Figure 12. Number of turns per task (N = 720, 39 trials, 4 students)

d. Understanding-checks per sub-task (Figure 13)10

Understanding-checks are almost only produced in first instructions. They reg-

ularly close the instruction of a sub-task and they are used to highlight the most 

relevant landmarks, actions and notions to be learnt.

toy car

failed 1.3

successful■m  o.6

4

Figure 13. Number of understanding checks per sub-task (N = 61, 39 trials, 4 students)

e.  Complexity of argument structure (Figure 14)

More complex syntax is used if the car is not moving, i.e. in toy car instructions and 

post-trial discussions. This reflects that landmarks have to be made explicit, because 

they are not (unambiguously) visually available if the car and the passengers are not

io. Only verbal understanding-checks are counted, but not instances of turning the gaze towards 

the student, which may equally be treated as requests for displays of understanding (see the first 

run of case 3 in 5.3).
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positioned the way they would be in the instructed sub-task. More specifically, first 
instructions using toy cars are produced with the most complex argument structure 
per verb (>2 arguments) and mostly with adverbial clause constructions. Argument 
structure complexity decreases uniformly, except for a more radical loss in case of 
successful learning, where often elliptical and de-transitive structures are used. In 
addition, as we could see in Extract (8), there may not only be a decrease in number 
of arguments in later trials, but the verb may also be omitted.

toy car 
1. implementation 

failed 
successful 0 .8

2.1

Figure 14. Number of arguments per verb

In addition to these variables, which lend themselves to quantitative comparison 
over time, changes in other properties of turn-design seem to be related to inter-
actional histories as well:

a. Syntax: First instructions were always produced by complex declarative sen-
tences. Only in later instructions, other syntactic formats such as impera-
tives, deontic infinitives, free nominal phrases, bare nouns and various other 
verb-less ellipses are used (see Deppermann 2018). If notions and actions are 
introduced for the first time, declaratives are always used. Declaratives mostly 
have a richer argument structure than the other syntactic formats. In contrast, 
the other formats are used as ‘reminders’ which mandate an action which is 
taken to be known to be due, which is simple and to be performed without 
problems and which is or at least should be part of the routine repertoire of 
the student (see Deppermann 2018).

b. Increasing indexicality of reference: The case analyses in Section 5 have shown 
how references by lexical NPs are replaced by pronominal or other kinds of 
deictic references in later runs. Possessive constructions (like ‘your line’ in 5.1, 
Extract (4) and 5.2, Extract (6)) index the specific association of objects to the 
learner and their duties which has been established in prior trials.

c. Increasing implicitness: Landmarks to be observed and actions to be performed 
become increasingly presupposed and are not mentioned anymore. References 
to landmarks, but also (transitional and evaluative) interjections become 
action-implicative, as they imply requests for student actions. Turns also be-
come more elliptical in their syntax. Rarely, stand-alone gestures may be used 
to refer to action-implicative landmarks in late trials (as possibly in case 1 in 
Section 5.1, Figures 2-4).
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Furthermore there are two practices which are specific for first instructions:

d. Coining canonical terms: Instructors introduce and define canonical terms. They 
refer to objects, landmarks, states and events (like b-column (see Extract (2) in 
footnote 1), 45° degree angle, biting point) and to actions (like orient the car, 
look far ahead) which are crucial components of the skills to be learnt (see 
Deppermann 2016). These terms amount to instructional “conceptual pacts” 
(Brennan and Clark 1996) -  they will be reused later as canonical names for 
reference.

e. Prosodic mise en relief. In first instructions, key terms and newly introduced 
canonical terms are sometimes highlighted by extraordinary pitch peaks, 
lengthening and enhanced articulatory precision (see Deppermann 2016). 
However, prosodic highlighting is also sometimes used if students repeatedly 
fail to comply with a request.

7. Discussion

This chapter contributes to the study of the emergence of recipient design in in-
terpersonal relationships over time. It provides evidence that changes in recipient 
design build on shared interactional histories of the participants and it shows which 
aspects of turn-construction are subject to change over time. Over interactional 
histories, participants increasingly rely on highly indexical and elliptical practices 
indexing the to-be-known-in-common routine character of joint action. The ac-
cumulation of common ground thus not only affects referential practice (cf. Clark 
and Marshall 1981; Clark and Wilkes-Gibbs 1986; Isaacs and Clark 1987; Schegloff 
1972; Sacks and Schegloff 1979), but also action-formation: imperatives, deontic 
infinitives, action-implicative descriptions/references and discourse particles are 
resources to perform instructions which build on shared interactional histories 
and can do without the higher degree of explicitness and verbal precision which is 
usually realized in descriptions used in first instructions.

The notion of ‘interactional history’ is a wide and vague one, possibly including 
all sorts of experiences people make in the presence of one another. The notion 
does not define whether it relates only to actions in interaction or also to other 
perceptions and experiences talked about, whether it is confined to interpretations 
of in-situ-experiences which are intersubjectively shared and it does not address 
if and how sharing is mutually displayed. In this study, interactional histories are 
studied by focusing on consecutive series of the same kinds of task-related actions 
which two people perform together. The relevant interactional history which has 
been methodologically considered is thus limited to the shared history of joint
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task-performance. Of course, this is a methodological reduction, because instruc-
tor and student share much more common experiences than just participating in 
this type of joint activity. Some of the differences in the three cases considered in 
Section 5 have already suggested that other shared experiences and categorical 
assessments of the more general driving skills of the learner also enter into the 
instructor’s turn-design. Still, the high degree of consistency of the overall patterns 
of change in the cases analyzed shows the enormous degree to which the specific 
history of prior shared experience with the same type of joint action is used by 
participants to build on as a common ground for future joint action.

In contrast to the emerging line of studies on the development of interactional 
competences (Pekarek Doehler and Fasel Lauzon 2015; Pekarek Doehler and 
Pochon-Berger 2015; Berger and Pekarek Doehler 2018), the changes over time 
in action-formation are related to the learning process of the recipient and not of 
the speaker. Changes in recipient design reflect the trajectory of other-positioning 
of the student by the instructor from a novice to a competent driver. In the first 
instruction, the student is treated as a novice who is in need of explicit and com-
prehensive instruction and whose understanding process is closely monitored and 
checked. Over the course of repeated successful trials, the increasingly lean design 
of the instructions and the decreasing intensity of the monitoring of the student’s 
performance reflects the growing trust that the student has acquired relevant skills. 
The student thus is increasingly positioned as a competent driver who is not in need 
of instruction anymore and who is finally able to perform the task self-initiatedly 
in the correct manner given the relevant contextual cues. Still, changes in recipient 
design of instructions do not simply reflect learning. Even if the student has failed 
prior task-performances or if their performance of the ongoing task is faulty, s/he is 
not treated like a novice anymore in instructions in later trials. Instead, s/he is posi-
tioned by the design of the instructor’s turns as a not-yet-competent driver, who has 
access to at least part of the relevant knowledge at least in principle. This is reflected 
by the design of instructions as indexical-elliptical reminders, which index that an 
instruction is not a first instruction, but that it builds on the should-have-known or 
known-in-principle character of the instructed action. Still other practices, which 
have not been discussed in this chapter, such as knowledge checks, negative con-
trasts of correct and faulty performance and moralizing about failures, are addi-
tionally used and act as to position the student as a not-yet-competent driver who, 
however, should be able to draw on common ground for correct task-performance. 
In sum, the patterns of changes over time and their relationship to shared inter-
actional histories and the development of students’ task-performances show that 
both students’ acquisition of skills (learning) and the accumulation of common 
ground between instructor and student (shared experience) account for changes
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in recipient design. Both sources are only partially related. While learning builds 
on accumulating common ground, instructors clearly distinguish between novices 
and partners with how they share common ground on the one hand and between 
common ground and learning on the other hand.

The study gives evidence of the sensitivity of interactional conduct to interac-
tional histories beyond the current sequential context. It shows how people build 
the design of their actions on the embeddedness of action within a larger temporal 
framework of shared past experiences and their recurrence. Practices of recipient 
design are continuously in flux and updated due to shared interactional experience. 
While participants necessarily presume intersubjectivity in order to act, they use 
experiences of intersubjective grounding in the past and the ongoing evidence of 
co-participants’ understanding and action-orientation for the continuous, situated 
adaption of recipient design. The situated deployment of embodied multimodal 
resources thus is sensitive to the temporalities of interactional histories of shared 
experience and it relies on cognitive processes (memory and common ground), 
which are reflexively indexed and cued by the design of actions. There is a trade-off 
between the deployment of multimodal resources, above all: the complexity of 
linguistic design, and the requirements on the complexity of cognitive processes in 
terms of situated inferences (cf. Bisang 2014,2015) and the complexity of interac-
tional sequences. If little common ground is available, the linguistic complexity of 
turn-design is comparatively high and interactional sequences are more extended 
by explicit grounding procedures. When joint action becomes routine and common 
ground to rely on has been accumulated, however, participants increasingly use 
highly indexical formats of turn-design and build condensed action sequences. 
More specifically, the decreasing complexity of turn-construction (leaner argu-
ment structure, ellipsis, substitution of lexical references by more indexical means 
(deictics, pronouns, discourse particles, omission of action descriptions and spatial 
references, etc.) rests on the expectation that the recipient is able to fill in the gaps, 
i.e. accommodate presuppositions, identify relevant spatial reference points and 
requirements on action by themselves, infer referential meanings and reference/ 
description-implied actions. In sum, over interactional histories joint embodied, 
indexical routines and cue-driven inferences increasingly take the place of explicit 
linguistic resources and reciprocal sequential negotiation.
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